Editorial policy
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Editor’s note
Editing this issue of Roundabout marks the end of my first year of
involvement with the magazine. It has been an enjoyable year and it has
been a pleasure to work alongside a dedicated and enthusiastic production
team. A lot of work goes on behind the scenes and although their efforts
may go largely unnoticed, producing ten issues a year really is a team
effort. The names of those involved are published at the front of the
magazine. This year has seen some changes in the production team.
Evelyn Brown, Dawn Kirby and Tony Lenney have left the team after many
years of commitment to the magazine.
Over this year we have been in the fortunate position to have contributions
from our regular writers, as well as having input from new writers. This input
is the life-blood of the magazine – so thank you to everyone who has been
in touch and offered support.
Visiting family are always amazed by the number of activities that are held
in the parish. Personal highlights from 2017 have been the Woodhouse May
Day Challenge, an incredible number of participants were either running or
walking in the short and long courses. Then there was the village show in
September, with impressive displays of arts, crafts, baking, flowers, fruit and
vegetables. Most recently was the buzzing atmosphere in the village from
the number of children and households taking part in Hallowe’en. Anyone
who opted to avoid the prospect of trick-or-treat and anything ghostly or
ghoulish, can catch up with a review of the spooky happenings from that
night on page 10 in an article by a new writer, Karen Jacobs.
This year marked the 60th anniversary of the Woodhouse Eaves Scout
Group. Graham Cameron has an update on their news and celebrations to
mark the occasion (p. 15). On page 24 is the first of what could become a
quarterly article on the sky at night by Ed Ainscow.
Next year there will be an anniversary for another long-standing group in
the village. The Woodhouse Eaves Women’s Institute will be celebrating
their centenary. The group are planning a calendar of celebrations, so keep
a look out for future events. On a more sombre note, 2018 will also mark
100 years since the end of World War I.
Through 2018 the production team plan to publish a further ten issues of
Roundabout. I am looking forward to the coming year and to hearing your
news and stories.
Wishing you all a merry festive season and very best wishes for 2018.
Janine Ainscow
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Parish council news
Remembrance Sunday
Councillors were briefed about arrangements for this year’s event, much
altered by guidance from highways and borough officers in the light of
recent threats. With help from the scout group and most members of the
council, there were enough marshals to manage the road closures in both
villages so that young people and the congregations could engage safely in
both services and wreath-laying ceremonies. Thanks to all concerned.
Property management
Councillors discussed arrangements for cricket next season and how to
manage the sports facilities following the cessation of the umbrella Sports
Club. So far, liaison with each of the clubs carries on successfully and all
three clubs keep the council informed of any repairs that might be needed
and offer suggestions for improvements. Soon, the council will meet
informally to explore further options.
New chairs and a long table will soon arrive to replace the existing
assortment of old, very old and donated seating in the Woodhouse Eaves
Village Hall Annexe. Councillors are now considering replacing some of the
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old and worn out flooring in both the annexe and village hall toilets. They
are also exploring a request for a cycle rack.
Car parking
All three of the village hall buildings continue to be popular venues, to the
extent that when anyone books a party they are asked to consider the
possibility of leaving cars at home in order to spare the log-jam in the car
park. When there are events in all three halls and a sports match on
Saturdays, the car park fills up quickly. This can be exacerbated if a walking
group descends on it at the same time, it can be hard to find a place, even
on Main Street. This is also true for some of the other roads in Woodhouse
Eaves and there does not seem to be an obvious solution.
Village events
The council was pleased to offer its support for a second BioBlitz to be held
next June, organised by parish heritage and tree wardens. A BioBlitz is an
attempt to record all the living species within a designated area. The first
one was a great success, involving adults and children adding lots of new
details to local wildlife, flora and fauna records – you can see these at
http://www.naturespot.org.uk/parish/woodhouse
To learn more about a BioBlitz visit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BioBlitz and
http://www.bnhc.org.uk/bioblitz/
Next meetings
After the last meeting of the year on Monday, 4th December the council will
take a break from meetings in January. The first meeting in 2018 will be
Monday, 5th February. All are welcome to attend.
The council thanks all the volunteers who help its work, and wishes all
those who run local clubs, societies and events a happy Christmas and a
good New Year.
Ann Irving, Clerk to the Parish Council
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News in Brief
‘Silver surfers’ get online with grant from Leicestershire and Rutland
Freemasons
Older people who have never learned to use the internet are to be helped
online thanks to a £66,000 grant from Leicestershire and Rutland
Freemasons to Age UK Leicestershire and Rutland.
Age UK will recruit at least twenty ‘Digital Champions’ who will support and
guide 2,000 older people to use communication tools like email, Skype and
FaceTime, which younger people take for granted.
The Digital Champions project is aimed at helping these older people to
access online information on everything from benefits to bus timetables.
With many services becoming digital by default, older people who are not
online face more hurdles in their daily lives to access both private and
public sector services. There will also be an emphasis on online safety, and
protection from viruses and fraud.
The project is supporting older people across Leicestershire and Rutland
with a focus on people in rural areas. It aims to combat loneliness and
isolation by helping these budding ‘silver surfers’ to keep in touch with
family and friends online.
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Age UK Leicestershire and Rutland’s Digital Champions will be holding up
to four sessions a week across Leicestershire and Rutland. They will be for
around 15 people each and be held in community settings such as libraries,
village halls and residential homes. There will also be one-to one sessions
available. For more information call Age UK’s free number (0800) 678 1174.
The grant from Leicestershire and Rutland Freemasons comes through the
Masonic Charitable Foundation, which is funded by Freemasons, their
families and friends from across England and Wales.
Peter Ralphs, Age UK Leicestershire and Rutland
Learning about fire safety
The children and staff at Woodhouse Day
Nursery have been learning about how to
keep safe in the home and in particular
how to keep safe around fire.
We had a visit from the local fire station.
The firemen were very kind and allowed
us to have a look around their fire engine
and try on their helmets. They gave us a
lot of knowledge on how to stay safe,
especially around bonfire night.

The children giggle and laugh to see the
staff dress up as firemen, while we all
learnt about the equipment that keep
these heroes safe when fighting fires.

A big thank you to the fire service for
keeping us all safe, from all at Woodhouse Day Nursery.
Kariena Weston, Woodhouse Day Nursery
Junior Gardening Club – a family perspective
This year I have needed to experience the Junior Gardening Club
somewhat second hand. My husband and eldest son have headed off with
the car loaded up with snacks and a variety of gardening equipment while I
have stayed at home to look after our
youngest son while he naps. For the last
session of the year, however, we decided
that we would risk Mark not sleeping and
take him along. I am so glad we did. I had
seen the photos of all the young
gardeners beavering away and heard all
about what had been achieved, but to see
it in action was a real treat!
The final session of the year was a
chance to harvest the crops (of which

Junior gardeners and their families at
work on the allotment.
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there was an abundance) including some delicious plums. This provided
welcome additional provisions for snack time. The gardeners worked hard
and cleared their plots, taking home their produce to cook and eat. We were
just boasting about how lucky we had been to have such fantastic weather
for all the sessions when it promptly started to rain! No one was deterred,
and the pride the gardeners had in their plots was evident and utterly
justified. Not for the first time there were calls to run the club again next
year. How could we refuse? Details of our 2018 dates will be coming soon!
Amanda Garland
Hallowe’en
As dusk fell and a misty moon hung in the sky, pumpkin lanterns began to
twinkle eerily and spiders appeared on sticky webs, cloaking walls and
railings. Bats and skeletons became visible through the gloom. Gruesome
projections were played through windows, spooky music and smoke
emanated from doorways. Flickering candles enticed us up dark paths to be
scared by freaky figures emerging from dark shadows.
Hallowe'en in Woodhouse Eaves has taken on an energy of its own in
recent years. This year hordes of children, the younger with parents in tow,
came parading out on to the streets, running around with mad excitement,
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dressed as their favourite ghoulish character. Face paint, fake blood and
fangs were all used to great effect. Skeletons, witches, vampires, devils,
ghosts and zombies, to name but a few, ran amok with their buckets
collecting treats.
Most neighbours were welcoming and generous, playing along with some
wonderful outfits and embellishments to their homes. Some had really gone
to town. On our route, worth a mention were houses on Meadow Road, Hill
Road and Tuckett Road, which were over-the-top impressive. And let’s not
forget the enormous award-winning pumpkin on Main Street! Thank you to
the Methodist Church for providing hot-dogs, what a great idea. This is one
night of the year when kids (and a few adults!) let the supernatural take
hold, and their imagination run wild, to produce a great community event.
And then there is the small matter of the sweets to be devoured, or hidden
away, at the end of the night! Long may it continue!
Karen Jacobs
Charnwood Great War Centenary Project
A newly launched website covers the Great War in Charnwood. The site
aims to engage with people and mark the 100th year since the end of World
War I. It is funded through numerous sources, including the Heritage Lottery
Fund, Charnwood Borough Council and the Arts Council England. It is
managed by a consortium of organisations: All Saints with Holy Trinity
Church, the Bill Brookman Foundation, Participation in Action and
Charnwood Arts. Bill Brookman is a former Woodhouse resident who grew
up in Home Farm Close, where his sister Sarah now lives. It has been a
tremendous project, undoubtedly made successful by Bill’s performing
skills, honed in some of the most challenging war-torn regions. He and his
team have tried to engage young men in more peaceful activities.
https://charnwoodgreatwararchive.com/
http://www.billbrookman.co.uk/foundation/
Bill’s team helped to launch the refurbished children’s play area in 2006.
Ann Irving
Proof-readers needed
Have you got an eye for accuracy? Do you want to help make Roundabout
even better? If so, please get in touch because we urgently need more
proof-readers. Your help would be needed once a month, for an hour or two.
For more information, please contact roundabout@woodhouse-eaves.co.uk
or call Janine on (01509) 891 031.
Editor
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Thanks to our new writers
Following a call for new writers in the October issue of Roundabout, it is
with great pleasure that all of those who came forward have had articles
published in both this and the November issues.
Roundabout aims to represent everyone and to do that we need your
contributions. It is great to have a diversity of writers and styles. Thank you
to everyone who has already come forward and please don’t be shy – if you
would like to have a go at writing do get in touch roundabout@woodhouseeaves.co.uk
Editor

Hard hat tours
Taking a tour of a building site may not sound
much like fun, but when it is a much-loved church
building that is being saved for the future by
means of complicated and innovative
techniques… well, you would be amazed how
fascinating such a tour can be!
A look behind the scenes
At the end of October, small group tours of the St
Paul’s Church chancel repair site were enjoyed by
members of the Parochial Church Council and
Heritage Project volunteers. Everyone donned
their ‘hard hats’ as
On the scaffolding beside the provided by the
chancel roof and an area of
construction company
removed tiles.
before we were led on a
tour of the repair works. As one volunteer said,
‘Although I have often been into that area of the
church before, it feels like a completely different
building – it is very different as a building
worksite!’ After viewing the chancel, some intrepid
visitors climbed up to the scaffolding to view the
outside works on the roof and walls – and enjoy
the view in the process.
Amidst the chaos and dust of the site that is the
church chancel and vestry, there are large areas
of wall cleared of plaster to expose – even more
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In the chancel, checking out
the new steps and floor under
construction for the ramp.
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dramatically than before – the cracking and distortion caused by the
subsidence of the structure, which was added on to the church in 1871,
some 34 years after its original construction in 1837.
Technology to the rescue
The chancel floor is being extended with limecrete for a new access ramp to
be built. We were told that limecrete is used instead of concrete on old
building restorations, such as the church, because it is more flexible under
conditions such as heat expansion, and because it is truer to the original
floors that were laid in Victorian times.
When the carpet was lifted in preparation to extend the chancel floor, many
original Victorian floor tiles were found that pre-dated the chancel extension.
The contractors have carefully lifted around 1,500 individual floor tiles to
reuse on the new, raised floor.
Although the subsidence has been caused by inadequate foundations, it is
being resolved by securing the walls horizontally. The technique being used
to achieve this, namely Cintec Anchor technology, has also been used on
Egyptian pyramids - St Paul’s is in good company! The ends of the
channels drilled through the chancel walls for the ‘Cintec Anchors’ are
currently visible both internally and externally. Stainless steel poles have

The vestry has been
cracking severely with the
subsidence too. The
corroded metal window
lintels also need replacing.

The altar as a worksite!

The worst crack in the
chancel, going across the
Hope window frame; during
the visit the daylight could
be seen through this crack!
The metal wires are
reinforcements in the repair.
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been passed down these channels through a perforated ‘sock’ followed by
injected material filling the tube and passing through the perforations: this
sets and secures the wires in place.
The tours finished with a puzzle. We were asked to copy the glorious
Victorian 28-tile repeat pattern with loose floor tiles. This was much harder
than it sounds!
Get involved…
Everyone enjoyed these privileged access tours of the work site and we all
feel much better-informed about the repair works. If you would like to see or
hear more about the plans or how you can join our happy band of
volunteers, do look at our new website, created by two generous volunteers
(www.stpaulsheritage.org), or at our linked Facebook page.
As part of our ongoing programme of community heritage activities in the
church, on 16th December we will be having a Children’s Christmas
Workshop to produce some exciting Christmas items and to thank those
who have bought National Lottery tickets. Just bring along an old or current
lottery ticket and, as numbers are limited, children’s places will be allocated
on a ‘first-come, first-served’ basis.
Sue Young, St Paul’s Church heritage project
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Scouting news
Anniversary celebrations
On 13th November, which was the Woodhouse Eaves Scout Group actual
birthday, we had a spectacular fireworks display on the sports field. A
Leicestershire scouting colleague
does a side-line in firework displays
and he organised a display on the
sports field. This was open to all
sections and their families. Since
Beavers are only six years old and
this was a school night, the display
started at 6.30pm. Refreshments
were served from the sports pavilion
and a fantastic display was watched
Fireworks for the 60th anniversary celebrations.
by all.
The final event for 2017 was to have been the dedicated Church Service at
St Paul’s, held by Reverend Lisa Temperley-Barnes. It was hoped to hold
this close to the scout group’s actual birthday in November, but as many will
know, the church is currently operating at reduced capacity due to the
ongoing chancel repairs. The church is also not currently at its best, so
Reverend Lisa suggested to defer this ceremony until the works are finished
in the New Year. As soon as the date is known, it will be publicised through
all available channels, and we hope to see the community out to support us
in force.
The scout group supported the Remembrance Day celebrations and parade
on Sunday, 12th November. This year it was a scaled down affair for two
reasons: the reduced capacity of St Paul’s Church, as described above; and
the support and advice from the police in the light of the current terror
situation in this country. It seems that an ever increasing number of
marshals is needed and the scout group takes on more responsibility every
year, but of course it is an event we are committed to supporting for as long
as it is held. It is also the main chance the village gets to see the scouts
parading in uniform, along with brownies, guides and rainbows. So, while
this year’s parade was necessarily smaller and shorter than previous ones,
it is hoped to resume normal service in 2018.
Scout hut news
In the last update, an outcome of the planning pre-application with
Charnwood planning department was still awaited. After a long wait, the
report was received in early October and has given cause for considerable
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encouragement. The report is largely positive. It lists a series of policies and
best practices that must be adhered to, these were anticipated and there
does not appear to be any insurmountable problems. A formal planning
application is currently being put together.
The scout group is in the process of selecting and appointing an architect to
draw up the detailed plans. Discussions are ongoing with the land agents
regarding the contractual agreement on the plot of land in question. The
location of the plot is a subject that has been guarded in the past, although
it has become an increasingly open secret. It is now possible to reveal that
the scout group is looking at the ‘In/Out’ plot on Brand Hill (on the left when
approaching the village, near the bus stop). The land was previously used
by buses delivering/collecting visitors to the Zachery Merton Nursing Home,
and has been left unused for many years. It is owned by Colonel and Mrs
Martin, whose land agents the scouts are in discussion with, and will
hopefully return it to productive use in the not too distant future.
One of the requirements of the planning process, is that the scouts need to
be able to demonstrate: ‘Evidence of support from the scout association,
parish council and wider community’.
The first two are in hand, both scouting UK and the parish council are
strongly behind us, and will provide statements to this effect. It is on the
third, wider community issue that I appeal to Roundabout readers to help. If
any individual or organisation feels able to provide a statement of support,
then this will help our case, and of course the more the merrier. So could I
please ask anyone who is prepared to lend their support to send a
statement to this effect, worded as you see fit, to
graham.cameron@rockside.co.uk. For anyone who does not ‘do’ the
internet, please give me a call, (01509) 890 039 and we will do it the old
fashioned way.
Graham Cameron, Secretary of Woodhouse Eaves Scout Group
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The new academic year at St Paul’s school
Helping others
Students and staff have had a busy term at St Paul’s CE Primary School.
The school held a harvest appeal to raise money for the ‘Send a Cow’
charity. An impressive £418.40 was raised by making and selling smoothies,
and collecting lose change to put into ‘cow banks’. The money will help to
provide seeds, tools, training and livestock for the hungriest and poorest
families in rural sub-Saharan Africa.
Send a Cow teaches families how to farm their land so they have nutritious
vegetables to eat, milk to drink and the skills to leave poverty and hunger
behind. The initial gift is shared and multiplied over time. The first female
calf of every cow donated is given to
another family in need. In turn, when
their cow has its first calf, they will
do the same. In this way the gift
keeps growing.

Year six students on their trip to France.

In other fundraising news, students
were able to purchase poppies for
Armistice Day and Remembrance
Sunday. In recognition of the day, a
two minute silence was held at a
special assembly on Friday, 10th
November.

French trip
Year six students enjoyed an immersive residential trip to Rue in France.
They spent a week staying in a chateau, taking part in traditional activities
and practicing speaking French. It was a successful trip and the students’
confidence and French language skills noticeably improved over the week.

Fun on the beach at Boulogne after baguettes for lunch and creating sand-art.
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Making the most of being in a country
renowned for its cuisine, there were
opportunities to hear and learn about local
foods. This included demonstrations of
bread-making in a boulangerie, cheesemaking on a farm, crafting artisan sweets
and making chocolate. As well as
demonstrations, the students had an
Staying in a French chateau.
opportunity to shop for local foods at the
market, which provided a great opportunity to practice asking for different
items, weights and quantities in French.
A historical tour of the chateau and town
of Rue was particularly interesting
because it was of relevance to the
students’ recent learning about World War
II. Among the activities were opportunities
to make sand-sculptures, play volleyball
and a have game of pétanque. By all
accounts it was an action-packed, funfilled week.
Cal Hurst, Head Teacher of St Paul’s CE On the beach at Boulogne with Barnaby
Primary School Bear, the furriest member of year six.

Arts and Crafts: the Loughborough connection
When I attended Loughborough University during the mid-1970s it was
roughly the same time as a certain Philip Serrell was contemplating a
career teaching PE. Our paths have not crossed since until recently when I
met up with the TV antiques guru as he was presiding over an online
auction of surplus pieces of student furniture at the university. These were
not tacky pieces made of ply in kit-form, but solid timber items made in the
old college workshops by handicraft students between the 1930s and 1960s.
Influential Arts and Crafts designers
Coinciding with this event, a small exhibition has been running in Martin Hall
of similar pieces created under the watchful eye of two of the most
influential Arts and Craft designers of this period. The first was Dutchman
Peter de Waals who, for many years, presided as foreman with the
Cotswold group of craftsmen at the Danesway House workshops. Ernest
Gimson and the Barnsley brothers had moved there in 1902.
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Having presided over this workshop
from 1901, de Waals did not move into
his own premises at Chalford until
after Ernest Gimson’s death in 1919.
De Waals came to Loughborough in
1935 having been invited by College
Chancellor Herbert Schofield to
become their new ‘design adviser’.
The ‘East Midlands Training College
for Teachers of Handicraft’ had been
Handicraft workshop, Green Close Lane,
established at Loughborough in 1930.
Loughborough
Writing in The Limit (1930) J.W.
Bridgeman, head of teacher training, wrote there is a ‘demand for teachers
who have a practical as well as academic education; and to meet this
demand a new type of residential college is required.’ Back in 1921
Schofield had recognised the need for courses to retrain ex-servicemen
frustrated that the war had deprived them of civilian careers. Initially he
introduced courses to help kick-start them as school handicraft instructors.
Throughout the 1920s he advocated ‘Training on Production’, encouraging
students to produce goods both for sale and use in college. Understandably
some students found this unfair, paying for their training, making furniture
and then seeing it sold off to benefit the college!
Some of de Waals designs in the Cotswold tradition are on display in the
exhibition. After de Waals died in 1937, fellow Cotswold graduate Edward
Barnsley assumed the role of design consultant at Loughborough, which he
held until 1965. By all accounts Edward Barnsley was a formidable
character. At Stoneywell, former handicraft
students have recalled his rather dogmatic
teaching style and his obsession with accurate
measurement. One student said that although a
perfectionist, when it came to construction,
Barnsley did not want his students to be too
precious about their creations, saying, ‘Don’t
worry too much about finger-marks on your oak
furniture; it will develop a lovely patina in 20
years or so!’
At the end of their courses students were
normally asked to construct a trio of items
incorporating elements of both Barnsley and de
Waals design. An example of these bedroom

Student trio bedroom set.
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sets can be seen not only in the exhibition, but
also at Leicester’s New Walk Museum and at
Stoneywell. These trios comprised a chest of
drawers, a wardrobe and a bookcase that could
link together to form one unit. At the end of the
course students could either buy items they had
made, or they would be sold off, or kept and
used in the college halls of residence.
It is sad that the college authorities decided a
few years ago that the Arts and Crafts style of
furniture no longer fitted their concept of
contemporary student living. Back in 2012 Philip
Serrell, an ex-Loughborough student himself,
Chair by G. F. Blachford (1930), presided over the first sale of items formerly
owned by Ernie Miller. Desk
housed in the university’s Hazlerigg-Rutland
made for Herbert Schofield.
Building. Ernie Miller (talk-service volunteer)
attended this sale and bought several pictures of these pieces including the
chair made by GF Blachford in the exhibition in 1930. The items offered in
the sale last weekend were (according to Mr Serrell) of inferior quality but,
nevertheless, a few pieces stood out and the bidding was frantic.
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Maplewell Hall School
Maplewell Hall School was formerly a hall of residence for Loughborough
College during 1950 and 1951. A selection of desks and student sets were
among items Herbert Schofield had brought in from Loughborough and that
were left behind when the hall was sold off to become a special school in
the early 1950s. These pieces were used for most of the 34 years I was
teaching there. Three of them have ended up at Stoneywell because as I
left the school and started volunteering for the National Trust, the school
decided to refurbish some classrooms.
At one inaugural talk by local historian
Ernest Miller, I recognised the
similarities between my old classroom
furniture and pieces he identified as
being made by generations of
Loughborough students using de
Waals’ designs. National Trust curator
Simon Chesters-Thomson and I
persuaded my headmaster that the
pieces ‘surplus to requirements’ would
Desk made by students.
find a sympathetic home in Stoneywell.
After I first met Donald Gimson’s cousin, Barley Roscoe, in August 2015,
she emailed me: Looking in Annette Carruthers book, Edward Barnsley and
his Workshop, there is a brief reference to the Maplewell Hall School
furniture, which indicates that ‘around 1945–46 Edward Barnsley was
making furniture for Maplewell Hall at
Loughborough College.’ However, it appears
that it was de Waals who developed most of
the original designs for the study bedrooms.
Although they have not quite made it into the
cottage (yet?) my old desk, with its
characteristic D handles, remains in the
tearooms surmounted by the simple
bookcase. The chest of drawers, which you
lean on to sign in as a volunteer, sits just
inside the office. If you have never looked
closely at them please do. You can even spot
where a former pupil tried stapling my watch
to the desk!
Mark Temple Maplewell my old chest.
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Our winter sky at night
The location of our villages, high above the Soar
Valley and away from most urban light pollution,
means there are excellent opportunities for
looking at the spectacular objects in our night
sky. However, for those uninitiated in the ways of
stargazing, it may appear counter-intuitive that
anyone with a telescope prefers standing
outside in the freezing cold of winter nights to
the milder summer nights. Despite the obvious
advantage of the longer, darker nights, there is a
scientific reason why looking at the night sky in
winter is so much more rewarding than in the
Diagram of the Orion ‘Hunter’
summer.
constellation.
A better view of space
In the summer months, the location of the Earth as it orbits the Sun, results
in a night-time view that looks directly towards the centre of our galaxy, the
Milky Way. The contribution of billions and billions of stars within the Milky
Way means that the night sky takes on a hazy appearance. However, in the
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winter months, our view looks away from the majority of stars in the Milky
Way giving extra contrast to the night sky. Additionally, we get the
opportunity to see some of our nearest stars, some of which happen to be
very large. In fact some of these stars give their name to our particular part
of the galaxy, the Orion Arm.
What can be seen?
Orion is one of the most recognisable constellations in the night sky and
December and January are perhaps the best months to view it because it
rises in the early evening. Orion contains two of the brightest stars in the
night sky: Betelgeuse and Rigel, positioned in the top left and bottom right
of the constellation, respectively. Both are super-giant stars that would
dwarf our Sun. If Betelgeuse were at the centre of our solar system, it would
engulf Earth, Mars and even Jupiter. Despite its size, Betelgeuse is
relatively cool for a star so has a reddish appearance. Rigel on the other
hand, is a blue super-giant, meaning it is much hotter, about three times
hotter than the Sun. Their massive size means that both stars have the
potential to explode into a Supernova once they die. If that were to happen,
they would briefly be as bright as a half-moon, before fading away
completely. However, that will not happen for a while… 100,000 years in
Betelgeuse’s case.
Most people are aware that Orion is the ‘Hunter’. As befitting a hunter, Orion
has a ‘belt’, a series of three bright stars in a line in the middle of the
constellation, and a ‘sword’, which is just below the belt on the left-hand
side. To the naked eye, the centre of the sword appears as a fuzzy,
indistinct blob, but with a small telescope or pair of binoculars it is
transformed into one of the most interesting objects in the night sky. Rather
than being one star, it is actually a gigantic gas cloud called, rather
unimaginatively, Messier 42. It is in clouds such as these that stars and
planets are born.
Another feature to look out for in December is the annual Geminids meteor
shower, which is due to reach its peak on the nights of 13th and 14th
December. Up to 120 multi-coloured meteors per hour will be hitting our sky
with the view enhanced by only a thin-crescent moon. The best chance to
see them will be looking towards the east on the evening of 13th December.
A second meteor shower, the Ursids, will peak on 23rd December and is
best viewed by looking to the north.
The New Year will be ushered in with a super-moon on 2nd January. A
super-moon needs two conditions to appear – first it needs to be a fullmoon, and second the moon needs to be at its closest point to Earth. The
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moon will appear brighter and larger than normal. We will also get a second
super-moon within the month on 31st January. This second super-moon in a
month is commonly referred to as a ‘blue-moon’ – so expect lots of rare and
strange events to happen at the end of January!
Why not take a chance to brave the cold, go into the garden and take a look
up at the stars over the next few months? After all, going out in the cold can
easily be overcome by a warm jacket and a glass of mulled wine.
Ed Ainscow

False impressions ‘The Lord will provide’
In many villages it has been the custom, come the end of the harvest, to
hold a thanksgiving festival followed, a day or so later, by a sale of the
produce at which the parishioners would often be persuaded to buy back
many of the items they had previously donated. In certain parts of
Lincolnshire this sale was often accompanied by a meal, traditionally a
‘chine supper’.
Now to the uninitiated in Leicestershire I could wax lyrical about the
attributes of Lincolnshire stuffed chine, but that must wait until another
day. Suffice to say that such suppers were very popular; seats always in
great demand, even by those who would not normally be seen anywhere
on church premises. Frimfolk (outsiders) would rarely get a look in at
such events.
These suppers normally started in the early evening and once the tables
had been cleared a visiting speaker would then be invited to address the
assembled throng on some edifying subject. It so happened that on the
occasion of one of these suppers in the mid-1950s, in the marsh parish of
Saltfleetby beyond Louth, they decided to invite a prominent farmer and
local preacher to speak at their supper.
An unexpected turn of events
Without any transport of his own, arrangements were made for one of the
church wardens to collect the guest of honour from Louth cattle market after
the day’s proceedings. The warden dutifully arrived at the market, only to
find the normally calm farmer in some state of agitation. The reason for this
soon became clear when the old chap explained that earlier that afternoon,
whilst bidding for an exceptionally fine heifer, and anticipating bagging a
bargain, his dentures had suddenly detached themselves from his mouth
and shot across the cattle pen; only to be trampled and smashed to
smithereens by the very object of his admiration.
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He had no spare dentures, even back home, and felt at a lost as to what he
could do – being unable to speak in any authoritative manner without the
prospect of spraying the audience or reducing them into fits of giggles with
his lisp.
The old preacher had attempted to find a dentist in town, but with no
success. However, the church warden was not discouraged and assured
the preacher that the ‘Lord will provide’ before the evenings proceedings
needed to get underway.
The pair of them soon arrived at the church hall where the ladies of the
parish were already too busy preparing the meal to notice their rather
perturbed guest speaker arrive and vanish into a side-room. Whilst he
nervously read through his notes the churchwarden also disappeared for a
while, returning after thirty minutes or so with a large cardboard box and a
definite look of triumph on his face. With an air of triumph he plonked the
box on a table saying ‘Didn’t I say the Lord would provide?’
The preacher peered into the box. Before him was an assortment of false
teeth, dentures and plates of all shapes and sizes. ‘I knew Mr Lambert
would be able to sort us out, have a gander through this little lot and see if
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anything in there will do you.’ The old preacher was encouraged to try out
several sets until, Alleluia! he found a set that fitted him perfectly.
The show must go on
Relieved that his predicament has been resolved the preacher was
sufficiently restored to his normal, confident self that he felt able to partake
in the chine supper with genuine gusto. Afterwards he delivered his speech
with his customary confidence. Although a modest man, he felt quietly
satisfied with the outcome the evenings’ proceedings, especially after such
an inauspicious start. The preacher accepted the congratulations of his
audience over a cup of tea. As he accepted a refill the churchwarden
advanced towards him along with an elderly gent.
‘I thought you would like to meet Mr Lambert, he is the chap that saved your
bacon tonight with them false teeth.’
‘Oh, indeed, sir I am most grateful,’ said the preacher shaking his hand.
‘Just when I needed some false teeth the Lord answered my prayers and
found me a dentist out here in the remotest of marshes. And I believe they
fit me better than mine ever did.’
The old man simply nodded, calmly saying, ‘It was my pleasure. I’ve boxes
of them teeth, so you can keep ‘em if you like ‘em so much. But I ain’t no
dentist. No, bless you sir, I’m the local undertaker.’
Mark Temple

December and January in the Cottage garden
It is hard to believe another year has almost passed. It has been a good
year for gardeners. Plenty of rain and a good amount of sunshine has
produced a spectacular show in the garden. The mild autumn meant
summer bedding just went on and on. On the vegetable patch it has been
a good year for a lot of vegetables. I had a profusion of beans, both runner
and French, a great crop of tomatoes and unbelievably, I was still
harvesting fruit from my fig tree well into November! I would add though,
that it is grown in a pot in my greenhouse. So what can we expect from
2018? Well the weather is a law unto itself and therefore can never be
predicted, but I have done a bit of research into what trends and new
plants we might expect to see in the year ahead. But first, as always, I
have found some jobs for you to be getting on with until my next article in
February 2018!
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In the flower garden
If you have terracotta pots it is a good idea to protect them from cracking in
frosty weather by wrapping them in bubble wrap – that is if you are unable
to bring them indoors. Failing that lifting the pot by placing it on feet goes
someway to providing protection from frost damage. It is also a good idea to
move potted plants into a sheltered spot to help prevent their roots from
freezing in very cold weather. Rake up any remaining fallen leaves, shred
them and leave them somewhere contained to make leaf mulch for use in
beds and borders. Winter is the time to plant bare-rooted roses and other
deciduous hedging plants and shrubs. Prune climbing roses between now
and February. By January any perennials I have left in place for winter
interest have gone soggy or have broken in the wind, so now is the time to
clear them away onto the compost heap and mulch beds ready for the new
season. Fill a pot with a lovely fragrant winter-flowering shrub such as
sarcococca or Daphne and place it on your doorstep.
In the vegetable garden
Winter prune large fruit trees such as apples while they are in a dormant
state to help control their shape and size and increase productivity. Lift and
divide large clumps of rhubarb making sure you enrich the soil with manure
before replanting. Start to plan what you will grow next year by thumbing
through catalogues and ordering seeds. While you are at it, it is also a good
idea to go through your seed packets and throw any away that have passed
their sell-by date. This will also give you a good idea of which varieties you
need to replace. Order seed potatoes, onions and garlic bulbs for spring
planting. Give spring cabbages a high-nitrogen feed to encourage leafy
growth. Check any stored crops such as apples and remove any that have
gone rotten. And finally, just because you have downed tools in the garden
does not mean you need to neglect them. Winter is a good time to give
them all a good clean to help prevent the spread of disease. You can also
check that they are all in working order and do not need to be replaced.
New for 2018
New plants for the coming year include large-flowered shrubs such as
hydrangea and hibiscus. Ones to look out for include hydrangea
macrophylla ‘Lady Mata Hari’, which has dark coloured and lighter flowers
on the same head, and hibiscus ‘Starburst Chiffon’, which has double
flowers of up to ten centimetres. In bedding plants it is the novel colours that
are becoming popular. Petunia ‘Nightsky’ was most popular in 2017, its
purple flowers splashed with white really stand out, so look out for it in
2018. Also look out for award winning perennials such as penstemon
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Pentastic with its large red flowers with white centres and pelargonium
Pinkerbell, which has stunning two-tone pink flowers. On trend for 2018 are
compact fruit plants for the patio. Dwarf mulberry ‘Charlotte Russe’ won
best in show at RHS Chelsea Flower Show. Raspberry ‘Baby Dwarf’ also
won an award, as did crab apple Malus sieboldii Aros with its attractive
purple leaves. I quite fancy the idea of reaching an arm out from my
deckchair to pluck a delicious raspberry to eat!
Well, all that has got me well and truly excited about the growing prospects
for 2018! So sit back, enjoy the festive season, drink plenty of tea, consume
the bounties of the last season and I’ll see you in 2018.
Jo Poultney

Merry Christmas to friends!
Merry Christmas to foes!
The world’s bright with joy, so
Forget all your woes.
The earth’s full of beauty, of
Love and good cheer.
Merry Christmas to all and a
Happy New Year!
~ Anon

The Editorial and Production Team of Roundabout want to take this
opportunity thank all our readers for their support over the past year, and to
wish you all a very happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year
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Codeword
A codeword is like a crossword puzzle, but the letters in the grid have been replaced by
numbers. Each number represents a letter of the alphabet and all 26 letters are present. As
in any crossword, the words used can include proper nouns and even common phrases.
Can you solve the puzzle? We have given you some letters to help you get started. The
solution can be found below the Last Word. (Andy Thomson).
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The last word
High-performing?
‘The other day I was cruising along
as usual coming onto one of my
motorways, which was very busy
with inferior cars. First off, I couldn’t
believe that the volume of traffic
DIDN’T slow down for me AT ALL as
I came off the slip road! I had to
squeeze into a barely big enough
gap between two cars in order to
get onto my motorway! The driver
behind me did realise his mistake
though and honked an apology to
me. Unbelievably, I had to do the
same again before I could get to the
high-performance lane.
Anyway, once I was in my lane and
posing along at 110 mph enjoying
the adulation that the inferior car
drivers were giving me, I noticed an
inferior car ahead that was not only
in the high-performance lane of my
motorway, but was driving at a
ridiculous 70 mph!
Naturally, I got within a foot of his
rear bumper and flashed my
headlights to remind him he
shouldn’t be in my lane of my
motorway. Of course, once he
realised it was a high-performance
car behind him, he did just that, but

I could hardly believe it when he
pulled straight back out behind me!
He also tried to keep up with me
and when he realised I would outrun
him, he put on some blue lights in
his front grill and urged me to get
onto the hard shoulder so that he
could congratulate me on my
excellent car.
Needless to say, I was eager to
oblige and when we had stopped,
the man gave me a piece of paper
confirming what I already knew –
that my car goes fast! Apparently he
wants everyone to know what a
superior car I have, so I had to take
my driving licence to a police station
to be sent away to have some
points put on! (They’re not free
points either – they’re £20 each and
I was only allowed three.) But the
man said that because I drive a
high-performance car, it won’t be
much longer before I earn the full 12
points, and then I won’t even NEED
a driving licence, so they will take it
off me! See, now THAT’S the sort of
respect you get when you own and
drive a high performance car!’
Adapted from
www.ouaisne.co.uk/funnies.htm
posted 11th July 2008.

Codeword solution
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Contributions to Roundabout
We publish items of interest to the communities of Woodhouse and
Woodhouse Eaves, such as news of local events, groups and businesses
in accordance with the editorial policy (see inside front cover). We can write
up people’s stories for those who prefer to talk, rather than write. We do not
publish notices of births, deaths or marriages. We aim to keep most articles
under 800 words.
Format: electronic copy in ‘Word’, using ‘Arial’ font, is most useful, although
we accept hand-written items that are legible. Pictures are welcome; digital
if you have them, otherwise prints.
What’s on: brief notification of events in the ‘What’s on’ schedule is free.
Send event details to Roundabout at the email address below. Please note
that we normally include only ‘in parish’ events, may abbreviate the details
and are not obliged to include all items submitted.
Adverts: requests for further publicity, even for charities, incur a charge per
issue of £9.50 for a quarter page or £22.00 for a half page. We do not
accept full-page adverts. Contact the advertising managers Amanda and
Andrew Garland on (01509) 890 839 or via the email address below.
Copy deadline: see page 3. Please send material to a member of the
editorial team or by email to roundabout@woodhouse-eaves.co.uk

Wed 10th

7.30

Wed 17th

7.30

22nd

7.30

Wed 24th

7.30

Mon

January
Leics & Rutland Wildlife Trust,
‘Beetling about in VC55’, an illustrated
talk by Graham Finch.
WI, ‘Reflections in rhythm’, poetry by
Delia Bennett, refreshments provided.
Friends of Charnwood Forest,
‘Charnwood and its environs: geology
and topography’, talk by Alan Briggs.
Film show, ‘Viceroys House’
biographical drama, Mountbatten's role
in India's transition to independence.

Village Hall

Village Hall,
visitors £4
Village Hall,
visitors £3
Village Hall, £4
on door or
n’agent

Check for more local event details on these web sites:
www.woodhouse-eaves.co.uk/
www.leicestershirevillages.com/woodhouseeaves/local-events.html
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What’s on in December and January
nd

Sat

2

1.303.30

Sun

3rd

5.00

Mon
FriSat

4th
8th9th

7.00
12-8,
11-5

Sat

9th

2.00

Mon

11th

7.30

Tue

12th

9.00

Wed 13th

7.30

Thu

14th

10.00

Fri

15th

5.30

Sat

16th

2.00

Sun

17th

5.45

Wed 20th

7.30

Thu

21st

7.00

Sun

31st

8.00

December
Christmas Bazaar in aid of St Paul’s
Church with tombola, books, crafts,
refreshments, visit from Santa!
Christmas ‘Big’ switch on. Festive
event for the whole family. Santa,
complimentary refreshments, music.
Woodhouse Parish Council meeting
Christmas Fair. Entertainment, local
food, drink, stalls, music. Friday 128pm, Saturday 11-5pm. (See ad. p.4)
Christmas Music & Songs (See ad.
p.33)
Local History Group, ‘A history of
Leicestershire pubs’, Laurence Lock.
‘Big’ Christmas Quiz. Call to reserve
table (01509) 890 377
Leics & Rutland Wildlife Trust,
‘Allotment Fox’ an illustrated talk by
Simon Watts (Springwatch).
Leics Footpath Assoc., a circular walk.
leicestershire.footpaths@gmail.com
Big Switch On. Light the Christmas
tree, carols, band. Organised by
Churches Together. (See ad. p.33)
Children’s Christmas Workshop. (See
ad. p.33)

Village Hall,
50p
The Curzon
Arms, free
Village Hall
Beaumanor
Hall, adults £3,
under 12s free
St Paul’s
Church, free
Methodist
Church
The Curzon
Arms
Village Hall

The Curzon
Arms
Village Hall car
park, free

St Paul’s
Church, need
lottery ticket
Woodhouse Christmas lights switch on St Mary's
followed by carol service and
Church, free
refreshments.
WI Christmas party. Bring a dish,
V’ Hall, visitors
entertainer ‘Our Flossie’.
welcome
Christmas Carols.
The Curzon
Arms, free
New Year’s Eve, music ‘Rip the Sky’,
Village Hall,
BYO drink, glasses, food. (See ad.
tickets £10
p.33)
n’agent, PO

See inside back cover for January’s events.

